
Patient God, gather us, because the storms of time have scattered us,  
sorrows have scarred us, much activity has wearied us  
and fear has spooked us into a hundred hiding places.  
O God, we hold up our lives to you now, as much as we can, as high as we can,  
in this mysterious reach called prayer.   
In this new year it is not new time, but new eyes and new hearts that we seek,  
and you.  Amen. 
 
What a New Year – fire and ice almost simultaneously!  
As if Omicron weren’t enough!   
If we’ve learned anything over the past year it seems to be 
not to count on anything turning out the way we expect  
which led me to think about what to say this morning.   
How can we prepare for the unexpected?   
How can we prepare our hearts and minds for the year to come?  
 
We heard the story from Luke this morning about an incident in Jesus’ childhood.  
Really, we know nothing about Jesus until the age of 30 except for this one story.  
The other 3 gospels don’t include this account of Jesus in the temple  
so whether it is reliable or not is up for debate.   
The interesting thing is that the writer of Luke assures us  
right at the beginning of the gospel that “he investigated everything carefully… 
to write an orderly account…so that you may know the truth…”  
So we are left hanging – choosing between a writer who claimed to write the truth 
and a story that sounds like many other hero stories throughout the ages.  
That is a handy red herring because often  
the point isn’t whether a story is true or not but what the story has to say.  
I don’t know.  Honestly this story didn’t say much to me.   
Jesus comes across as a self-absorbed, arrogant preteen  
who may have understood Scripture  
but had no understanding of what he did to his poor parents  
by disappearing for several days.   
When my children were growing up,  
there were a couple of occasions when they didn’t come home at night  
and they are still seared on my psyche as some of the worst nights I’ve spent.   
So my main thought in reading about was Jesus was, Hey dude, grow up!  
 
So my attention turned to Mary.  
Mary is often held up as the ultimate example of obedience,  
declaring herself to be God’s servant in the face of the disconcerting news  



that God called her to be the mother of God’s son.   
She is humble and self-effacing, a loving mother to the bitter end.   
But Mary also seems to have been an astute and thoughtful person.   
When the Angel Gabriel shows up with his bouncy, cheerful greeting,  
she doesn’t think - He just called me favored one! Aren’t I special! –  
but she ponders in her heart what sort of greeting this might be.  No fool Mary.  
And in this story,  
after 12-year old Jesus disappears only to be found in the Temple,  
where he shows himself to be precocious and wise beyond his years,  
she, well it says in the reading, that she “treasured all these things in her heart”  
but treasured is not a great translation.  
Another translation puts it, “His mother held these things deep within herself.”  
So Mary also reminds us of other important act of discipleship — reflection.   
And on this second day of the New Year,  
with who knows what the heck lies ahead,  
maybe pondering, weighing, reflecting is the best posture for us.  
We, as a society, tend to jump to conclusions and are quick to answer,  
interjecting without thought to consequences,  
or of what has been and where things might be going. 
So this might be a good time to give thing time to steep, if you will. 

I always have good intentions about sitting down  
and making adjustments to my life at New Year’s, but I rarely do it.  
I am determined to make changes  
and the result is a few sporadic attempts and then back to life as usual.  
You may be more disciplined about this than I am  
but I thought it wouldn’t hurt for us to 1) connect with God and  
2) consider what we might be or do in 2022. 
So this morning I’d like to offer a short meditation to those ends.   
Beginning the year this way, grounded in the source of life and light,  
can help us to find, to call upon the divine presence as 2022 unfolds,  
and if it’s anything like the last two years,  
that unfolding may bring some bumps and bruises along the way. 
Studies show that there is a positive association  
between spirituality and mental health,  
people who have a spiritual life have less addiction and depression, 
so getting in touch with God’s presence may not only help us with the hard parts 
but also help us to celebrate and really rejoice with the good parts too.  
 
 



So get comfortable, close your eyes if you like. Rest in the breath of God. 
We are all on a journey.  Walk with expectancy.  Breathe deeply.   
Let go of ideas of yourself so you can be the real you with God. 
Let go of what other people think you should be,  
their expectations, their projections. 
Unmask yourself.  Peel away the layers.  Grow by subtraction. 
Can you receive from God? 
Trust the Creator God with your whole self. 
On a journey, sometimes the road is wide and clear. 
Sometimes it narrows, almost frighteningly. 
Sometimes our traveling companions keep up with us. 
Sometimes they go ahead and leave us behind. 
Who are your traveling companions? 
Have you stopped to see how far you’ve come? 
Have you encouraged others to press on? 
Remember the beautiful, strange paradox of faith.   
We search for God, we travel towards God, as pilgrims. 
And yet God too is with us, as a guide, and as a fellow traveler. 
At the beginning of time, the earth was in darkness, and we are in darkness. 
But we can move towards the warmth and nourishment that is God, our life source. 
The light shines in the darkness but the darkness has not overcome it.  
The world that was in darkness has seen a great light. 
As a seed grows towards the light, allow yourself to do the same. 
I want to add a small story about light and hope here,  
because it’s been hard to find much to be hopeful about lately. 
At the end of November, I bought a box with an amaryllis bulb at King Soopers.  
I put it on a shelf in the garage and totally forgot about it. 
It suddenly occurred to me last week that I had never planted it. 
I went out to the garage and there, on the shelf right next to my car door,  
that I had gone in and out of every day,  
was a green stem about six inches long with a bud on the end. 
It had sat on that dark, cold, waterless shelf  
and yet had found a way to squirm out of the small opening  
between the lid and the side of the box.   
It was going to bloom no matter what.  
It’s now on my windowsill, a big orange flower,  
reminding me every day of the resilience and tenacity and beauty of life. 
 
 
 



Think about taking the light we receive today out into the world. 
What might the light of God that shines in you illuminate? 
As God became flesh among us,  
think about how you in turn might make God real in this world.  
You might blaze a trail, stand up for others, seek out injustice,  
protest on behalf of the innocent or helpless, carry a torch for the unloved,  
be love itself. 
Where do we go from here? 
We are caught between a world that is passing and a world that is yet to come. 
A world of the now and the not yet… 
Today we are on a journey…Amen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


